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1. Introduction 

Pion production and absorption is one nl the tr.osi liimiauiriital problems 

in intermediate energy physics. On one the hand, since the process г Л —• Л' is 

kinematically forbidden on a free nuclcon ami strongly suppressed in nuclei, the 

pion absorption requires the participation of at least two nucleolus On the other 

hand, this process is sensitive to large-momentum components ш the relative wave 

[unction of the nuclcons. Hence, the production and absorption of the pions on 
nuclei is the unique possibility to study short-range Л .V-correlations (r < 1/in) 

where non-nucleonic degrees of freedom may become essential 

The pion absorption, however, is dominated by /'- wave scattering (I- ig. Ibi 

( mainly via an 5 5 j intermediate ДЛ' state), which masks the Л'Л'-correlations. 

5- wave rescattering (Kig.la) is not mediated by the Л resonance, and. 

therefore, it can be sensitive to short range Л'Л- correlation Since >'- wave reseat 

tering is much smaller than P- wave rescattering, the cross section is not sensitive 

to this component. Polarization observables. however, depend on interfere!,. e> 
between these diagrams, and so they are particularly sensitive to smaller terms 

The deuteron is the simplest system on which pious ian lie absorbed. In the 

last few decades the reaction x + d —» pp (and the tnii v reversed rea. i:-.>11 pp * c:~'t i 

has been extensively investigated, including pcuari/.at ion o. sciva! ies, and se-,e;al 

partial-wave amplitudes fits have been published '•• .i.e'e 

The next step is a detailed studying •>; the ;• , ••. : ;i imri ,md .iNsuiptmn 

on a nucleus heavier than the deuteron 

The number of experiments to be р п Г ч п п <'. h i . . ..•;•;>!.'. . ic analysis and 

for the reconstruction of partial-wave amplitude- i-..;.._•. ii.it t he hum!" • 

of experiments can be sulfiriently reduced in special ft'wi .'•» .;ke the MIUUHV.I 

one or in the center of mass system i< 'MS) at !)ll 

In this letter the dp —• лНсп" reaction is considered ш с olhneat kmein г и •• 

when 3 / / e is produced at 9. - (Г or at в, = lfiT HI the CMS. Taking ':.' 

account spin parity restrictions under this kinematn condition, one gets ..id, J 

independent complex amplitudes for this process 

The measurements of the differential cross section [1, 2] and both ' . n ^ . 

section and tensor analyzing power Tj0 [3] for forward and backward tr° production 

in the CMS makes it possible to extract the moduli of these ampli tude- foi 

collinear kinematics. A significant s tructure in the amplitudes, particularly at 

9, — 180°, can be related with Л and .V exi itaimn in this piocess 

Note that the vector a t i . i lwne ;.. v : . ' 4 , . , .it iar.v alleles m i ! e ( ' \l • 

А/г 
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also varies strongly with energy and even changes its slope at 180" in the same 
region [4, 5, 6]. 

The large negative Ti0 measured at threshold [7] is a direct evidence for the 
two-body absorption of stopped pions taking place primarily on pairs of nucleons 
with isospin zero. This measurement allowed one to estimate that, the capture 
of pious on isoscalar nucleon pairs in 3He is more than an order of magnitude 
stronger than on isovector pairs [8]. 

The measurements of differential cross section [9] and the recent measure
ments of both the cross section and the tensor analyzing power T2o [10] near 
threshold allow one to reconstruct the moduli of 2 independent amplitudes in this 
region. 

But it is impossible to obtain the relative phase of these amplitudes from 
study of the differential cross section and '/'м- For this purpose it is necessary 
to perform the investigation of such polarization observables as deuteron- proton 
spin correlation between both polarized particles or polarization transfer from 
polarized deuteron to 3He. The measurement of such observables near threshold 
allows one to obtain the relative sign of the coupling constants for absorption on 
isoscalar (go) and isovector (g,) nucleon pairs. 

The investigation of this reaction is essential for a good knowledge of NN 
interaction above pion production threshold. It can give us information on the 
short-range NN correlation, on the nature of NA and NN' interaction, on a 
possible 3-body mechanism of pion absorption, provide us with the basic input 
for the microscopic calculation of more complicated processes on multinucleon 
systems. 

The performance of these experiments is possible at Dubna, SATURNE, 
TRIUMF and PSI using the polarized beams, targets and intense pion beams. 

2. The dp —> 4lex° in collinear geometry 

In the general case there are 6 complex amplitudes depending on total 
energy s/s and scattering angle в in the CMS to describe the dp —» 3Hex° 
process. These amplitudes can be reconstructed in a complete experiment which 
contains measurements of at least 11 different polarization observablcs. But the 
number of necessary experiments to be performed is drastically reduced in special 
geometry like collinear one. 

For collinear geometry there are only 2 independent complex amplitudes 
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for dp —> л11еп° which can be written in the following form [8. 11]: 

F = xt-{A-{SU) + iB-nUx3)Xp, (1) 

where the Pauli matrix S acts between proton and 3 / /e spinors ( \ p and \,), 0 
is the deuteron polarization vector and n is the unit vector along the relative 
momentum of initial particles. 

The polarized cross section is written in terms of the initial density matrix 
of the d - p system p\ and amplitude F as 

da^ r r (Fp jF + ) 
dQ Tr(pt) [ > 

Using expansion of the density matrix pi in terms of Pauli spin matrices и for 
initial proton and final 3He and a set of spin operators Sx for initial deutcron, the 
general spin observable is defined as 

C->">- 7V(FF+) ( 3 ) 

where indices aandX refer to the initial proton and deuteron polarization, index j3 
refers to final 3 / /e polarization and index 0 refers to final IT", respectively. (Here 
we follow the notations used in ref.[12]) 

The spin-correlation coefficients or second-order spin observables С'а1д,о.о 
are defined as: 

Tr{vASit+) 
C-XOfl= 7V(FF+) ( 4 ) 

Using expression (1) for amplitude F, one can obtain, for collinear geome
try: 

- 2 - | В |2 

C'-L-00 = \Л\»+2\ВР ( 5 ) 

_ -2RcBA' 
CN.N.o,o - | л | 2 + 2 | д р (6) 

_ -г-ывА-
CN.SL.0.0 - , д |, + 2 ! B ,, W 

_ \A\*-\B\* 
C0J,NM - ]A p + 2 ! g p (8) 

where L is longitudinal, N is normal and S is sideways polarization of particles. 
Notice that the coefficients of polarization transfer from deuteron to 3He are 
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related to the spin-correlation coefficients as: 

('o,/,./.,o = —Ci.,L№ 

Ca,N,N,o = i-'.v„\'.u.o 

('O..S7../V,0 - ^'/V',.V/..l>.0 

For the coefficients of polarization transfer from proton to '//< one can obtain: 

(<L,o.L.o = 2 • CLX.O.U + 1 

('«.o.jv.o = -(('L,L,O.O + 11 (!') 

Also, the observables CX,S,O.O,('N,SL.O.O a , | d Co.iV,v.o.o <<re related as follows: 

- ' c ллл.о.о + g<- N.s/..o.u + |j - ' 11u) 

Assuming that Л and В are in phase what means He AH' = ± \ A \\ li j 

and C,v,s/,o.o = 0. the equation (10) can be transformed to: 

2 (•""и.лл-.и.а- ') 
- ( w.,v,<>.<> т „ ' I 1 1 ) 

The conditions for realization of eq. (11) will he consid'Trd below, but one can 

mention tha t even in the case when Л and 11 are in phase, it is necessary to 

perform the measurement of C',v,,v,o.o to obtain the relative sign of the moduli of 

A and H. 

It should he noted that the spin correlations C.v ч/,.о,о anil (\v,.\'a.u are the 

most informative polarization ohservahles because they are the interfen nre terms 

of two ampli tudes in contrast to the others and can he more sensitive to short 

гаидс Л'Л' correlations. 

3 . B e h a v i o u r near t h r e s h o l d 

From 7Г absorption on 4fc near threshold, it is known that S-wave pious 

are absorbed mainly on pairs of niiclcons (Fig. la) 

fo = -irforiNN • C'.vv x ''./) (12) 

fi = 9in/v.\ '''.v ,v (1 ;!) 

where n /v \ is the relative momentum of the two final nucleons. i ;,\w is their 

polarization vector. l'd is the polarization vector of the isoscaiar quasi-deuteron 
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pair and go,9t are the amplitudes for absorption on nucleon pairs with isospin 
T = 0 and T = 1, respectively. These amplitudes correspond to the 3Pi and 3P0 

states of the two final nucleons and can therefore be written up to sign ambiguity 
as follows: 

So = |9o|eip [Щ3Р,)\ 9i = Ы е х р [»*(3Я0)] (И) 

Near threshold A ~ (МЯУяо+А^Удх) and В ~ (B0{Q)-9o+Bl{Q)-gl), 
where A,(Q),Bi{Q) depend on the structure functions of deuteron and 3He [8]. 
Of especial interest is the case where g0 and gt are in phase, i.e. S3Pt =s S3P0 = $ , 
then Л ~ (A,(Q) • go+A^Q) • j ,)-eip(i*), fl ~ (B„(Q) • 9o + Bi(Q) • ff,)-eip(x*), 
where 9*0 and д, are real. 

The two P-vrave phase shifts are small at threshold, and it is permissible 
to assume that the coupling constants g0 and g\ are real if Я-wave interactions 
(Fig.lb) are neglected in the analysis. In order to get an agreement with the 
n - d branching ratio, go and g^ were assumed have the same sign [13]. But 
sign uncertainty can only be removed by the measurement of such observable as 
<wv,.v,o,o in the dp —* 3Яет° (or CN,O,N.O in the r~3He —> nd). 

In order to get an agreement with the measured tensor analyzing power 
7'2o at threshold of the dp —>3 HtTt" reaction [7] using realistic wave functions of 
deuteron and 3tfe with D- waves and the 5-wave ir~ 3Яе —> nd branching ratio 
[14], the authors [8] could extract numerical values of ga and g\\ 

Ы = (6 .5±0.6)1(Г7лГ 2 | 9 , | = (1.4±0.4)КГ3/™~2 (15) 

Using these values, one can predict the values of other polarization obscrvables, 
defined above. Using completely symmetric 3He and deuteron wavefunctions and 
also realistic wavefunctions from [8], the predicted values for CJV,/V,O,O, CL,L,O,O, 
CL.OJ,,O anc* CN,O,N,O at threshold are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Predictions for CN.NAB. CL,L,O,O, Ci,o,i,o and CJV,O,JV,O at threshold 
in the dp —» 3Hew° using completely symmetric 3He and deuteron wavefunctions and 
realistic wavefunctions with D- waves. The values are calculated with the parameters 
jo = (6.5 ± 0.6)10-*/™"' and 9, = (1.4 ± 0.4)10-2/™"2 from ref.[8]. 

Without D waves 

With D waves 

CN,N,O,O 

± (0.333± 0.026) 

± (0.289± 0.023) 

CL.L.O.O 

-0.059± C.013 

-0.044± 0.007 

CL.D.L.O 

0.882 ± 0.026 

0.912 ±0.014 

Cjv,o,/v.o 

-0.941± 0.013 

-0.956± 0.007 
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The value of CN,K.U,U < a n D c predicted up to sign ambiguity, but a negative 

value of C.V.N,o.o at threshold is more favourable when д0 and 91 are assumed to 

have the same sign to avoid a strong suppression of the n — tl brandl ing ratio [llij. 

One can also see that C'.v.jv.o.o is very sensitive to short-range Л'Л'- correlations. 

The value of (\,/„о.о a t threshold is small what is easy to unders tand. Since 

the projection ш of deuteron polarization vector is along the direction of proton 

momentum in the case of longitudinal polarization, the ampli tude (\2) vanishes 

and the small ampli tude (13) defines the value of 0.,/,.u,u at threshold. 

We would like to note that amplitudes A and В are real at threshold in 

the S-wave pion absorption approach, and from the measured cross section and 

I'w (7. !). 10] one can predict the values of other polarization ohservables. Carring 

out 1'.v..v.0.0 measurements at threshold could provide removing sign ambiguity 

between the A and В ampli tudes (and between the g0 and (/1 coupling constants) . 

4. Sp in -corre la t ions at h igh energ ie s 

For complete description of this process at higher energies, it is necessary 

to include in calculations the Л Л and Л'Л7" intermediate s tate production, three-

body mechanisms [15] and so on. But from simple relations between polarization 

observablos it is possible to predict the behaviour or to set a limit to changing 

some of them using information extracted from the observablos measured to date . 

The unpolarized differential cross section and tensor analyzing power of 

the dp —> 41 ex" determine the moduli of A and В through [8]: 

da" 1 / - • ^ • [ | Л | 2 + - > | « Р ] (1С) 
'Ш fi Л 

where /)' and p'd are the pion and deuteron CM momenta, and the tensor analyzing 

power 'Г213 is relate to Г.'о.Л'лг,о,о as 

T7l) = -\/2<"U..V.V,II.O (IN) 

The values of \B\* and \A\2 exl racted from the experimental da ta at 0T = 0" 

and at 0, = 180" [.t] are presented in l'ig'2 . One can see tha t the A ampl i tude 

is always dominant at 0T = 0°. However, at 0r = 180" there is a rich s t ructure 

in both ampli tudes which can bo connected with excitations of resonances in the 

intermediate s ta te . 
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Using the extracted moduli of A and В and relation (S), one can predict 
the behaviour of Ot,t,o,o (Fig.3). This observable is more sensitive to the small 
amplitude В than J^o- The observables Ot.o.L.o and CJV,O,JV,O can also be obtained 
from simple relations (9). However, these polarization observables do not contain 
principal new information about this process in addition to the measured cross 
section and Tm-

Relation (11) between C/v,jv,o,o and Co,/\w,o,o is valid at threshold. At high 
energies relation (11) is destroyed and only (10) remains right. 

The energy dependence of a more favourable solution [13] of equation (11) 
for CN,N,O,O at 6, = 0° is presented in Fig.4. The point in the graph is the predicted 
value of this observable at threshold. The real value of C"jv,/v,o.o from experiment 
must lie above this prediction. 

In principle, there are only 3 totally independent observables for the dp —> 
3Нетг° reaction in collinear geometry, i.e. cross section, C'O,JVJV,O,O and £-V,,v,o,o. 

The value of CN,SL,O,O can be obtained from eq.(10) (up to sign uncertainty). 

Therefore, from measuring CW,N,O,O (in addition to the cross section and T20) it is 

possible to perform an amplitude analysis and reconstruction of the partial-wave 

amplitudes up to a constant phase shift. 

Concluding this section, we would like to note that the dp —> 3llet}° reaction 

having the same spin structure is also defined by two amplitudes in collincar 

kinematics . This process at threshold is dominated via an intermediate 5ц(1535) 
resonance. Thus, in contrast to the j case, the low energy r)-3Ilc interaction is 
very strong. 

In the two-body absorption approach [16] the ij- meson at threshold can 
also be absorbed on pairs of nucleons with isospin '/' = 0 and '/' = 1: 

fo = Son/vw • Uj 

fl = g,nNNUfcN (")) 

where joiSi are the amplitudes for absorption on nucleon pairs with isospin 7' = 0 
and T = 1, respectively; HNN is the relative momentum of two final nucleons, ON Л/ 
is their polarization and l/j is the polarization of the isoscalar quasi-deutoron 
pair. From measurements of the cross section at threshold for np —> drj0 [17] and 
pp —» ppq" [18], one could estimate that the absorption of r;- meson on isoscalar 
nucleon pairs is an order of magnitude stronger than on isovector pairs. 

One of the main features of these processes is the dominance of p- exchange, 
but in principle the relative sign between the тг and p contributions is not deter
mined. If we neglect D- waves in the deuteron and 3Яе, the difference between S' 
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and S waves in the 3 / /c and w,7/ exchange diagrams, the A and В amplitudes of 
the dp —> 3Her)° process correspond to pure n- and p- contributions, respectively. 
The relative phase between the A and В amplitudes corresponds to the mixing 
parameter between the x- and p- exchange graphs. The spin correlation 6V,w,o,o 
takes the following form: 

CN,N,O,O = \CN,N,O.I>\ • соиб, (20) 

where the cose is the mixing parameter between the n- and p- contributions. 
Of course, for correct description of this process it is necessary to add to 

this simplified model 3-body mechanisms [19], strong KSI due to large complex 
ц3Не scattering length [20, 21] and so on. 

Using simple relations between the polarization observables and the mea
sured cross section [2] and the val ue of tensor analyzing power T-ia \Щ at threshold, 
one can estimate the values of spin correlations and polarization transfer coeffi
cients. The results are presented in the Table 2. 

Table 2. Predictions for |CV/v,o,o|. 0„L,O,O. Ct.,o,h.o a nd f'w.o.N.o at threshold 
in the dp -> 3 Яет/0 . 

\CN,NO,O\ 

0.694 ± 0.052 

C-*£,L,0,0 

-0.596 ± 0.024 

CL.O.L.4 

0.192 ±0.048 

C-V.O.A/.O 

-0.404 ± 0.024 

The values of \B\2 and |Л|г for the dp -> ^He.rf jeactiori at 0, = ISO-
extracted from the experimental data (2, 22] are presented in i'ig-5. Note that 
the ratio of the \Л\/\В\ equals 1.16 ± 0.05 over the range of P ; = 0 -f- SOMeV/c. 
This means that the observables presented in the Table 2 . except C'N,N,O,U and 
C'N,SI.,O,(,, will be constant in this region and equal to the values at threshold. The 
spin correlations 6"/v,jv,o,o and C.v.sr.o.o will have the following expression in this 
region: 

<wv,N.o,o = (0.694 ± 0.052) • cosS 

CN.SL.0» =(1.041 ±0.078) smS (21) 

Arguments for measuring CK,N,O,O (in addition to the measured cross section 
and T?Q) to perform an amplitude and partial-wave analysis are the same as for 
dp -> 3Яет°. 
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N N N N N N 

\ N N 

Д , N' 

/ 
f" 
N N N 

Fig.l Diagrams for 2N- absorption mechanisms:(a) S-waves pion rescattering; 

(b) via an intermediate Д and N' state excitation. 

The measurement of ('/v,;v,i>,o in (lie dp —> •'//<•»/" could aliow one to ob

tain an additional information about the excitation of the; highest nucleonic reso

nances, in particular ЛП(1.Г);)Г>), Рц(1710) and Oi.-.f 1700), including their polariza

tion properties in nuclear mat te r , features of three-body mechanisms in coherent 

meson production [19], a possible existence of quasi-bound ?/'//(' s ta te ['20, 21], a 

role of .s.s quark- anliquark pair in the r;° wave function. 

5. C o n c l u s i o n s 

In the case of collincar geometry when only two amplil tides characterize the 

process dp —> lll(ir", the measurements of the second-order observable* Сд'.л'.и.и 

and i",v,.sJ.,o,o (in addition to 'I'm and differential cross section) realize entirely the 

program of full experiment and one can reconstruct these ampli tudes in this case 

and perform the partial-wave; analysis. 

At. threshold where the two-body absorption of pious dominates , it is pos

sible to remove sign uncertainty between the 30 and .'/1 coupling constants from 

measurement of ('/у.л'.и.о-
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1.0 

d+p-»He+n° / \ 
8 = 0° ^ ' 

-i—i—i—|—i—i—i—i—|—i—i—i—i-

d+p-»sHe+7T° 
О = 180' 7 (ь) 

4.0 2.0 3.0 

Pd,GeV/c 
Fig.2 Extracted values of |Л|2 and \B\2 from 
the experimental data for the dp —>3 Hex": 

(a) at в = 0°; (b) at в = 180° (ref.(3]).Lines are 
the fitting of the data by a set of gaussians. 
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CL.LO.0 

\ 

-

-

d+p-»5H 

\ 9 = °° л 

1 / Ч -, 

' / 8 = 

v / 

B + 7T° 

1 ; 
1 i 

180° 

-

t.o 2.0 3.0 

Pd,GeV/c 
4.0 

Fig.3 c.iin correlation (*/„/.,o,o in the dp —>' Иск" 
reaction at в = 0" -solid line and at 0 = I HO" 

- dashed line. 

2.0 3.0 Я.0 

P„,GeV/c 
Fig.4 Prediction for a more favourable solution 

of (11) for CV.jv.u.o at fl = 0". The point 

is the value of CVN.U.O at threshold. 
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Чн 
• 

i i i i — 

—• 1 1 1 1 

d+p-^He+Tj' 
6 = 180° 

: ; % ^ ' 

B ^ 
v 

0 20 40 60 BO 100 
p«„.MeV/c 

Fig.5 Extracted values of \A\2 and \B\2 from the 

experimental data (ref.[2. 22] ) for the dp -+3 Her)" 

at в = 180°.Lines are the predictions for }A\2 and 

|B|2 using the value of Tm = -0.15 ± 0.05. 

Since CJV,JV,O,O is an interference term between the amplitudes, it can be 
sensitive to short-range NN- correlations, in particular at threshold and above 
the A- excitation region. 

The comparison of the behaviours of CN,NA,O for the dp —> 3 # е т ° and 
dp —t zHe.if reactions near threshold could provide a possible separation of the 
two- and three-body mechanisms in coherent meson production. 

Note that the measurement of CV,jv,o,o '" the dp —» 3#етг° is a most re
alizable polarization experiment for this reaction to date. The measurement of 
CN,SL,O,O could be made as the second step to remove JT- uncertainty in the rel
ative phase of the A and В amplitudes. This investigation could be performed 
at Dubna, SATURNE, TRIUMF. The measurement of the CO,N,N,O, spin transfer 
coefficient from polarized 3He target to deuteron, which is also an interference 
term of the two amplitudes, could be carried out for the ir~3He —* dn at meson 
factories, TRIUMF or PSI. 

The authors would like to express their thankfulness to E.Strokovsky 
for constant help and stimulating interest in the present work, I.Sitnik and 
N.Piskunov for fruitful discussions and support. 
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Ладыгин В.П., Ладыгина Н.Б. Е1-94-279 
Поляризационные наблюдаемые для реакции dp -» Нел 
в коллинеарной геометрии 

В терминах двух независимых амплитуд, которые в общем случае опре- i 
деляют спиновую структуру амплитуды реакции dp -» Нел в коллинеар
ной геометрии рассмотрены эффекты, связанные с поляризацией сталкива
ющихся частиц. Предсказывается энергетическая зависимость спиновой 
корреляции Сi Lод, связанной с поляризацией сталкивающихся частиц 
вдоль направления относительного импульса, используя значения модулей 
амплитуд, извлеченных из экспериментальных данных. Для спиновой кор
реляции C v v 0 0 , связанной с поперечной поляризацией частиц, получен 

< предел возможных изменений. Предсказываются величины этих поляриза-
| ционных наблюдаемых на пороге. Обсуждается поведение этих поляриза-
. иионных наблюдаемых для реакции dp •* Нет; , имеющей такую же спино-
I вую структуру. 
' Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ. 
i 
, Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 1994 

j Ladygin V.P..Ladygina.\.B. Ei-94-279 
I Polarization Observables for (he Collinear dp -» 3Нел° Reaction 
i 
i 

Effects due to polanzalions of both colliding particles have been analyzed 
in terms of two independen i amplitudes which in the general case define the spin 
structure of the amplitude of the dp -* 3Нел° reaction in collincar geometry. 
The energy dependence of spin-correlation CL t 0 0 due to longitudinal 
polarization of colliding particles is predicted using the moduli of amplitudes 
extracted from experimental data. The limit of possible deviations is obtained 
for spin-correlation C'V A ,0o due t 0 transverse polarization of both particles. 
The value of these polarization obscrvables at threshold arc predicted. The 
bchaviourof these polarization observables for the dp -» 3He^° reaction, having 
.h'.- same spin structure, is discussed. 

' The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 
I JINR. 
i 
I 
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